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Enhancement of spin relaxation time in hydrogenated graphene spin-valve devices
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Hydrogen adsorbates in graphene are interesting as they are not only strong Coulomb scatterers, but they also
induce a change in orbital hybridization of the carbon network from sp2 into sp3. This change increases the
spin-orbit coupling and is expected to largely modify spin relaxation. In this work, we report the change in spin
transport properties of graphene due to plasma hydrogenation. We observe an up to threefold increase of spin
relaxation time τS after moderate hydrogen exposure. This increase of τS is accompanied by the decrease of
charge and spin diffusion coefficients, resulting in a minor change in spin relaxation length λS . At high carrier
density, we obtain λS of 7 μm, which allows for spin detection over a distance of 11 μm. After hydrogenation, a
value of τS as high as 2.7 ns is measured at room temperature.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.87.081402 PACS number(s): 72.25.−b, 85.75.−d, 68.43.−h
Spin transport in graphene attracts a lot of research attention
due to its potential for high spin relaxation times τS and large
spin relaxation lengths λS in supported1–3 and suspended4
samples at room temperature. These remarkable spin transport
properties of graphene originate from a very low intrinsic spin-
orbit coupling [SO ≈ 1 μeV (Refs. 5 and 6)], small hyperfine
interactions (a low abundance of the C13 isotope), and the
low atomic number of carbon atoms. Still, the experimentally
observed spin relaxation length of a few micrometers is
much below the theoretical limit.7,8 The two main relevant
mechanisms of spin relaxation9,10 are (1) Elliott-Yafet (EY),
where τS is directly proportional to momentum scattering time
τP : τS ∼ τP , and (2) D’yakonov-Perel (DP), where these times
are inversely proportional τS ∼ 1/τP . For both mechanisms, τS
decreases when the Rashba spin-orbit coupling increases. This
can happen due to ripples,5 perpendicular electric fields,5,11 or
adsorbed adatoms.6
Hydrogen adsorbates in graphene are mostly studied in
charge transport measurements,12,13 but they are also inter-
esting for spin transport properties. These defects induce
tetragonal distortion and sp3 hybridization of the atomic
orbitals in graphene, which strongly enhances the spin-orbit
coupling (SO ≈ 7 meV).6 Similar to other point defects in
the graphene lattice (vacancies, C, N adatoms), hydrogen
adatoms create a localized state around the Dirac point in
the electronic band structure and induce magnetic moments
of ∼ 1μB in the surrounding carbon atoms, where μB is the
Bohr magneton.14,15 These magnetic properties of adatoms
lead to the observation of the tunable Kondo effect,16 spin-
half paramagnetism,17,18 and, recently, modulation of spin
transport19 at low temperatures.
In this Rapid Communication, we investigate the change
in the room-temperature spin transport properties of graphene
due to plasma hydrogenation. We characterize charge (DC)
and spin (DS) diffusion coefficients, spin relaxation time
τS , and spin relaxation length λS using Hanle precession
measurements before and after hydrogenation in two sepa-
rately fabricated devices. Upon hydrogenation, we observe
a decrease of the diffusion coefficient and simultaneously
the enhancement of τS . This opposite trend results in only
moderate change of λS (within 30% of initial value). After
hydrogenation, we measure τS ≈ 2.7 ns at high carrier
concentration n = 5.2 × 1012 cm−2, which is a record value at
room temperature for single-layer graphene. We discuss how
different properties of hydrogen adatoms can lead to such an
enhancement of τS .
The graphene spin-valve devices are fabricated by me-
chanical exfoliation of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite onto
500 nm SiO2 with a highly doped Si substrate below, acting
as a gate electrode. Single-layer graphene is selected based
on the optical contrast, which was calibrated beforehand with
Raman spectroscopy.20 Contacts are fabricated by electron
beam lithography, evaporated, and shaped in a liftoff process.
Materials are evaporated as follows: first 0.8 nm of Al with
a deposition rate of 1 A˚/s, which we oxidize in ambient air,
so that it acts as a tunneling barrier. Then, we evaporate Co
(30 nm) and 2 nm of Al on top as a capping layer to protect
it from the air oxidation and plasma treatment. The tunneling
barrier of AlOx is present only underneath the contacts.
Chemisorption of hydrogen is realized ex situ at room
temperature in a reactive ion etching setup, where the whole
device is exposed to Ar/H2 plasma (85:15%) using exactly the
same parameters as in Ref. 21. Hydrogen plasma exposure
results in the development of a D band at 1340 cm−1 in
the graphene Raman spectrum, a signature of sp3 defects,
and in the increase of electrical resistivity, with a maximum
well above 5 k. For accurately tuned plasma conditions
(low plasma ignition power, high gas pressure in the process
chamber, zero self-bias), little or no vacancies are created
despite the fact that the topography of graphene becomes more
rippled.21,22 Each plasma exposure step lasts 10 min and is
followed by electronic measurements at room temperature
in vacuum. Although for devices studied here no Raman
spectra are obtained, a roughly threefold increase in the sheet
resistivity of graphene, as shown in Fig. 1, can be only
attributed to hydrogenation.
We characterize spin transport before and after hydrogena-
tion in two separately fabricated devices. In device A, in
which the outermost contacts are nonmagnetic, we perform
one hydrogenation step; in device B, with all contacts mag-
netic, we perform two hydrogenation steps. As we measure
different doping regimes in each of the devices, we discuss
them separately; however, both display a similar trend upon
hydrogenation.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Sheet resistivity of graphene before and
after plasma hydrogenation in device A.
Before and after every hydrogenation step, we characterize
the sheet resistance ρ of graphene as a function of the gate
bias Vg in a four-terminal measurement. The induced carrier
concentration n is calculated from n = Cg/e(VD − Vg), where
VD is the voltage corresponding to the maximum of ρ, which
is called charge neutrality point or Dirac point, and Cg is the
gate capacitance Cg = 70 aF/μm2 for 500 nm SiO2.
Before hydrogenation in device A, VD = 55 V, indicating
a p-doping of the graphene flake, which usually originates
from lithographic processing of the sample (see Fig. 1). After
hydrogenation, VD reduces to 4 V, mainly due to the change
of the work function of plasma hydrogenated graphene with
respect to the SiO2 substrate.23
After hydrogenation, the sheet resistivity of graphene
increases roughly by a factor of 3 and, as a consequence, the
mobility decreases from ∼3000 to 1000 cm2/Vs. Considering
the change in the mean-free path of graphene before versus
after hydrogenation and an electronic scattering cross section
of 7 nm, as determined in Ref. 21, we estimate the hydrogen
coverage to be 0.02% (4.5 × 1011 atoms/cm−2). Such a low
level of hydrogenation does not change the graphene density
of states (DOS) significantly, the transport remains in the
diffusive regime, and one can reduce the role of hydrogen
adatoms to charge/spin scattering centers.
Further, we perform spin transport measurements in a
nonlocal spin-valve geometry, as depicted schematically in the
left inset of Fig. 2(a). In there, we separate the charge from the
spin current using the fact that while injected charge current I
is only present between the injector and the drain, the injected
spin current diffuses in all directions and can be detected as the
spin voltage drop VNL in another part of the device. A nonlocal
spin resistance, defined as RNL = VNL/I , displays a switching
“spin-valve” behavior in an in-plane magnetic field, depending
on the relative magnetization alignment of the injecting and
detecting magnetic contacts (see Ref. 24).
To get a complete overview of spin transport properties
before and after hydrogenation, we perform Hanle precession
measurements1,25 for a set of gate voltages and a set of
distances L between the injector and detector. In these
measurements, the magnetic field is applied perpendicular to
the graphene device, so that the injected spins having in-plane
magnetization start to precess around the vector normal to the
graphene plane. To account for the common background, we
measure the precession for parallel (P) and antiparallel (AP)




































































FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Hanle precession measurements in
device A before and after plasma hydrogenation. After hydrogenation,
the width of the Hanle curve decreases indicating the increase of spin
relaxation time and/or decrease of diffusion coefficient, both observed
here. The left inset shows a schematic of a nonlocal measurement; the
right inset shows a measurement in parallel (P) and antiparallel (AP)
configurations before hydrogenation. (b) Comparison of transport
properties before and after hydrogenation as a function of carrier
concentration. Top panel: diffusion coefficient; central panel: spin
relaxation time τS ; bottom panel: spin relaxation length λS . DC is
calculated using the Einstein relation (charge transport) and DS is
obtained from Hanle precession (spin transport).
configurations of the contact magnetization, such as in the
right inset of Fig. 2(a).
The spin dynamics is described by the one-dimensional
Bloch equation for the spin chemical potential μS :
DS∇2 μS − μS
τS
+ ω0 × μS = 0, (1)
which includes spin diffusion: the term with DS ; spin
relaxation: the term with τS ; and spin precession due to
external magnetic field B: the term with the Larmor frequency
ω0 = gμB B/h¯, where g = 2 is the gyromagnetic factor of a
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free electron. By fitting the solution of the Bloch equation to
the precession measurements, the spin coefficients τS , DS , λS ,
where λS =
√
DSτS , are obtained.
An example of Hanle measurements before and after
hydrogenation is presented in Fig. 2(a). Upon hydrogenation,
the maximum of RNL at zero magnetic field decreases only
slightly; however, the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of
the precession curve reduces from 24 to 14 mT. This indicates
an increase of τS or a decrease in DS and both of these effects
are observed here: τS changes from 0.5 to 0.7 ns, whereas DS
changes from 0.03 to 0.01 m2/s.
The extracted spin coefficients at different doping are sum-
marized in Fig. 2(b). The diffusion coefficient is independently
extracted from charge (DC) and from spin (DS) transport.
DC is calculated using the Einstein relation σ = eν(E)DC ,
where ν(E) is the density of states at T = 0 K and σ = 1/ρ
is its sheet conductivity. The singularity of DC around n = 0
comes from the vanishing number of states at the Dirac point
and can be eliminated by including a broadening of ν(E)
of graphene.26 In our case, a good agreement between DC
and DS is obtained when one uses the broadening factor
σ˜ = 110 meV, as analyzed in the Ref. 24. The similarity
between DS and DC confirms that the coefficients extracted
from Hanle fits are correct and one would get similar values
for τS even when taking D = DC as a constant into the
fitting procedure. For pristine graphene τS , DS and λS are
increasing with carrier concentration, as in previous papers.2,26
After hydrogenation, τS increases at all measured dopings,
approaching τS = 1 ns for n = 2 × 1012 cm−2 [see Fig. 2(b)].
Along with the decrease of electron mobility, DC and DS are
strongly reduced. The opposite change in DS when compared
with τS upon hydrogenation results in a slight decrease of λS
(here by 30%). The spin transport properties of the device are
similar for a range of different distances between injector and
detector L = 1.3, 3.3, and 5.5 μm and the electrically floating
contacts in-between do not introduce any observable extra spin
relaxation (see Ref. 24).
A very similar behavior of τS and DS upon hydrogenation
is measured in device B. There, we measured the spin transport
for injector-detector spacing L = 1.5, 3, 4, 6.5, 7, 8, and
11 μm. After two hydrogenation steps, we obtain τS ≈
2.7 ns at n = 5.2 × 1012 cm−2, which is the highest carrier
concentration measured here. The Hanle data for this case,
together with the fits, are presented in Fig. 3(a). The high
value of τS contributes to the long spin relaxation length
of λS = 7 μm, which is the largest value reported so far
for graphene on SiO2 at room temperature in a nonlocal
measurement. A such high value of λS is consistent with our
observation of the spin signal over a distance of L = 11 μm.
The behavior of the spin coefficients in device B for
the initial state and two consecutive hydrogenation steps
is presented for three different carrier concentrations in
Figs. 3(b), 3(c), and 3(d) forL = 6.5μm, and as in the previous
device the spin coefficients obtained from measurements over
different L are similar (see Ref. 24). After every hydrogenation
step, τS increases for all carrier concentrations and DS
decreases, as in device A. The small upshift of DS after the
second hydrogenation step is attributed to the uncertainty in
determining n. Device B shows a drift of the Dirac point in
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Example of raw data of P and AP Hanle
precession curves for device B after two hydrogenation steps and their
fits to the solution of Eq. (1). The extracted coefficients τS ≈ 2.7 ns
and λS = 7 μm have the largest values reported so far for single-
layer graphene on SiO2 at room temperature. (b)–(d) Spin transport
properties τS , DS , and λS in device B at different hydrogenation
steps for three different carrier concentrations and L = 6.5 μm. A
large increase in τS , decrease in DS , and minor change in λS with
hydrogenation are observed, similar to device A.
accuracy of n = 5 × 1011 cm−2. λS shows minor changes
(less than 30%) after hydrogenation, matching the behavior of
device A. We note that the strength of hydrogenation depends
on the individual properties of the graphene flake (its surface
roughness, the amount of surface residues, etc.27,28), so the
comparison between devices A and B can be only qualitative.
The proportionality between τS and τP in pristine
graphene26 was initially interpreted as a proof of the EY
scattering mechanism being the dominant one in graphene.
However, recent theoretical works29,30 showed that for the
EY mechanism in graphene, this proportionality depends
also on the Fermi energy EF : τS ∼ E2F τP , which is not
observed when varying the carrier concentration. Moreover,
when one accounts for charged adatoms, substrate induced
ripples, and random Rashba fields,30 the DP mechanism can
exhibit EY-type or DP-type dependence. As it is not trivial
to differentiate between the EY and DP mechanisms, it is
usually assumed that both mechanisms are simultaneously
present in graphene. The increase of τS with the decrease of
τP upon hydrogenation suggests at first a DP spin relaxation
mechanism. However, hydrogen sp3 defects should enhance
spin-orbit coupling and hence reduce τS irrespectively to the
details of the spin scattering mechanisms [DP or EY (Refs. 30
and 31)]. One possible explanation could be that hydrogenation
modifies the built-in spin-orbit coupling, reducing its intrinsic
effectiveness and that property in combination with DP
scattering mechanism results in an increase of τS . A hydrogen
081402-3
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defect, however, is said to not only enhance spin-orbit
coupling, but also to produce a localized state and a magnetic
dipole moment in its vicinity,6,14 and all these three effects
should be accounted for.
Recently, a large difference between the diffusion coeffi-
cient obtained from charge and from spin transport, where
DS was 50 times lower than DC , was observed in epitaxial
graphene on SiC(0001).32 This discrepancy can possibly be
explained by the influence of the localized states from the
buffer layer between the graphene and the SiC substrate,33
which trap spins and cause the decrease of DS while increasing
τS . Such property of localized states might also be relevant for
hydrogenated graphene.
On the other hand, the infuence of localized magnetic
moments of hydrogenated and Ar-sputtered graphene was
recently addressed in a low-temperature study, and a phe-
nomenological theory for spin scattering was proposed.19 In
that paper, the three key experimental features were explained
by the presence of diluted magnetic moments: (1) a dip in
RNL around zero in-plane magnetic field, originating from
fluctuating magnetic moments, (2) narrowing of the Hanle
precession curves, and (3) a large discrepancy between DC
and DS . The last two were related to the change in the g
factor or, equivalently, the change in effective magnetic field
due to the contribution from magnetic defects. This change
led to discrepancies between real and fitted values of τS
and DS in Hanle precession measurements. As the solution
of the Bloch equation is invariant under the transformation
g → cg∗, τS → τ ∗S /c, DS → cD∗S , we are unable to uniquely
determine all three variables. When c > 1, the extracted values
of τS are overestimated and values of DS are underestimated
comparing to the intrinsic values τ ∗S and D∗S , but their product







the actual transformation, the extracted value here λS = 7 μm
after hydrogenation is reliable.
In our spin-valve measurements, we do not observe a clear
reduction of RNL around zero in-plane magnetic field19,34 (see
Fig. 1 in the Ref. 24). Also, the Hanle precession curves after
hydrogenation fit well to the solutions of Eq. (1) in the whole
range of magnetic field. Finally, the extracted values of DS
are very similar to DC , which can not be the case if the g
factor has substantially changed due to paramagnetic defects
(see Ref. 24). From these considerations, we conclude that
the possible magnetization from hydrogen defects does not
introduce any significant effective magnetic field into Hanle
precession measurements, and the obtained values of τS and
DS are reliable.
The presented study of graphene spin transport with
hydrogen defects forms a bridge between the low-temperature
study of graphene with local magnetic dipoles, when one
ignores localized states19 and the room-temperature study of
SiC graphene with nonmagnetic localized states in its close
proximity (buffer layer).32,33
This paper discusses changes in charge and spin transport
for graphene after introducing hydrogen defects of low
concentration at room temperature. The measured spin-valve
devices have initially good spin transport properties, with spin
relaxation times above 0.5 ns. After plasma hydrogenation, we
observe a large increase of the spin relaxation time τS and a
decrease of the diffusion coefficient extracted independently
from charge (DC) and spin (DS) transport measurements,
with a minor effect on the spin relaxation length λS . After
two hydrogenation steps, we measure τS = 2.7 ns and λS =
7 μm at n = 5.2 × 1012 cm−2, which are the highest room-
temperature values reported so far for graphene on SiO2.
The behavior of τS after hydrogenation can not currently be
explained by the spin relaxation mechanisms proposed for
pristine graphene (D’yakonov-Perel or Elliott-Yafet), as in
both cases, τS decreases with the increase of the spin-orbit
coupling.
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